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Abstract

The detachment of soft adhesive spheres is strongly affected by the displacement rate. Nonetheless, the classical Johnson, Kendall
& Roberts (JKR) theory is usually adopted to describe both the loading and unloading process, with the implicit assumption of
defining different values of the elastic modulus and interfacial adhesion energy for the two phases.

In this work, we use a different approach to model the unloading phase, usually characterized by viscoelastic dissipation. Specif-
ically, experimental data are fitted with the numerical model proposed by Muller for the contact of viscoelastic spheres. In such
way, by exploiting a mixed JKR-Muller model, we are able to quantify the energy loss due to elastic and viscoleastic adhesion
hysteresis.

Moreover, we find that the pull-off force is order of magnitude larger than the JKR prediction and increases with the detachment
rate, while the effect of the maximum load reached before unloading is, as expected, negligible.
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1. Introduction

Johnson, Kendall & Roberts (JKR) (Johnson et al., 1971) firstly investigated the adhesive contact of two elastic
spheres of radii R1 and R2. They found the pull-off force, i.e. the force required to separate the contacting spheres,
to be equal to 1.5πR∆γ0, being R the equivalent radius (1/R = 1/R1 + 1/R2) and ∆γ0 the interfacial surface energy.
Afterwards, Derjaguin, Muller & Toporov (DMT) (Derjaguin et al., 1975) proposed a different model and predicted a
pull-off force 2πR∆γ0. Prefactor apart, both JKR and DMT theories lead to a pull-off force which depends exclusively
on the geometry and adhesion energy of the contacting bodies.

Different studies proved that the pull-off force is instead dependent also on the elastic properties of the materials
(Greenwood, 1997; Ciavarella et al., 2017). Such dependence is described through the so-called Tabor parameter
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µ =
[
R∆γ2

0/(E
∗2ε3)
]1/3

(Tabor, 1977) , where ε is the range of attractive forces (of the order of atomic spacing) and
E∗ is the composite elastic modulus of the contacting spheres. DMT theory applies for hard elastic materials and long
range adhesive interactions (µ � 1), while JKR theory is exact in the limit of short range adhesive forces and soft
elastic bodies (µ � 1).

In DMT and JKR theories the contact is assumed to be broken at low velocity, under quasi-static conditions. How-
ever, in many experiments of contact between elastomers, the pull-off process unlikely obeys the quasi-static condi-
tions (Maugis and Barquins, 1980; Greenwood and Johnson, 1981; Tiwari et al., 2017). Elastomers are characterized
by a strong dependence of the effective work of adhesion ∆γ on the velocity vp of the contact line.

Moving from a generalization of the JKR theory, Maugis & Barquins (MB) showed that the dependence of ∆γ
on vp can be expressed in terms of a dissipation function related exclusively to the viscoelastic properties of the
material (Maugis and Barquins, 1980). In their formulation, MB made the assumption that viscoelastic losses are
located at the edge of the contact. This condition entails that ”gross displacements must be elastic for G to be valid in
kinetic phenomena”, where G is the amount of energy required to advance a fracture plane by a unit area and, hence,
characterizes the strength of adhesion.

Also, Muller (1999) showed that the process of detachment can be described by a first-order differential equation,
whose solution is based on the MB assumption, according to which viscoelastic losses do not involve bulk deforma-
tions. This assumption would fail in presence of sliding (Menga et al., 2018a; Menga et al., 2018b; Afferrante et al.,
2019; Putignano et al., 2019).

Understanding the origin of the hysteretic behavior usually observed during detachment experiments of compliant
bodies is not simple, since it may be due to multiple causes, such as elastic instability (Greenwood, 1997; Attard,
2000), viscoelasticity (Maugis and Barquins, 1980; Giri et al., 1972; Lorenz et al., 2013; Afferrante and Carbone
2016), plasticity (Oliver et al., 1992), processes related to material chemistry (Maeda et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2005)
and even molecular entanglement (Cross et al., 2006).

In this work we focus on two causes: elastic instabilities and viscoelasticity.
In the case of very soft and compliant materials, jump-on and jump-off contact instabilities characterize the load-

ing and unloading phases, respectively. With reference to Fig. 1, where the force-approach relation is sketched, the
loading-unloading path predicted by the JKR theory is plotted with black line. Under displacement controlled con-
ditions and according to JKR theory, during loading phase jump to contact occurs when the approach δ is equal to
zero. During unloading, if we neglect viscous effects, the force-approach relation follows the same curve. However,
unstable detachment occurs at negative δ when the approach reduces up to the jump-off value δOFF . The yellow area
represents the hysteretic energy loss related to elastic instabilities (denoted as energy lost for Elastic Adhesion Hys-
teresis, EAH). It is exclusively influenced by the geometrical, elastic and adhesive properties of the contacting bodies.
Several works (Greenwood, 1997; Ciavarella et al., 2017; Attard, 2000) showed that, in the contact of spheres, EAH
increases with the Tabor parameter µ, while negligible hysteretic losses occur when µ → 0. In the latter case, DMT
theory is largely accurate in estimating adhesion.

However, in contact experiments involving elastomers, the unloading curve is usually found not coinciding with
the loading one due to viscoelastic losses detected during the detachment process (red line in Fig. 1). In such case,
the energy loss related to the viscoelastic dissipation (denoted as energy lost for Viscoelastic Adhesion Hysteresis,
VAH) is represented by the gray area and the pull-off process is rate-dependent, since the unloading path is strongly
influenced by the velocity of the contact line vp.

Such typical behavior is found in our experimental investigations, also at very low detachment velocities. However,
on the contrary of previus works, where experimental data are usually fitted according to the JKR theory by defining
equivalent values for E∗ and ∆γ0 in the loading and unloading phases (Tiwari et al., 2017; Dorogin et al., 2017),
here we propose a different approach. JKR theory is exploited to fit data measured during loading, where viscoelastic
effects are clearly negligible; the unloading phase is then described according to the Muller numerical solution (Muller,
1999). Such an approach allows to distinguish the energy loss due to elastic instabilities and viscoelastic dissipation.

Moreover, the present approach could be exploited in multiasperity theories, like those proposed by Afferrante et
al. (2012), Afferrante et al. (2018), Violano et al. (2018), Violano and Afferrante (2019a), Violano and Afferrante
(2019b) for a more accurate description of the attachment and detachment processes of compliant bodies with rough
surface (Yashima et al., 2015; Acito et al., 2019).
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Fig. 1: The force vs penetration relation predicted by the JKR theory (black solid line) for a single asperity contact. The red solid line represents
the unloading path predicted by Muller model. The yellow and gray areas are the EAH and VAH contributions respectively.

2. Detachment of viscoelastic spheres

Moving from the basic relations of JKR theory, Muller (1999) proposed a numerical approach to describe the
detachment process of a viscoelastic sphere from a rigid half-space.

Under the assumption of a constant pull-off rate, for a sphere of radius R in contact over a circular area of radius a,
Muller proposed a two-parameter equation to include the effect of viscoelasticity in the detachment process

dā
dδ̄
=

1
β

ā3
(
1 − δ̄

3ā2

)2
− 4

9


1/n

(1)

where we have defined the following dimensionless quantities ā = a/a0 and δ̄ = δ/δ0,with a0 = 3R
[
π∆γ0/(6E∗R)

]1/3
and δ0 = R

[
π∆γ0/(6E∗R)

]2/3.
In eq. (1), β is a parameter depending on the viscoelastic and adhesive properties of the bodies, and it is proportional

to the pull-off rate V = −dδ/dt. The second parameter n is a characteristic constant of the elastomer, and it may be
determined experimentally. In general, n ranges from 0.1 to 0.8.

The classical JKR equations relating load, contact radius and approach can be rewritten in dimensionless form as

ā =
{

1
2

[
1 +
(
1 + P̄

)1/2]}2/3

(2)

δ̄ =

(
ā2 +

P̄
2ā

)
(3)

where P̄ = P/P0, with P0 = 1.5πR∆γ0.
Given the load Pi reached at the end of the loading process, eqs. (2) and (3) can be used to calculate the values of

the contact radius ai and penetration δi at the beginning of the unloading phase.
With these initial conditions, eq. (1) can be solved to obtain the contact radius vs penetration relation. The dimen-

sionless contact load is then calculated by

P̄ = 2ā
(
δ̄ − ā2

)
. (4)

3. Experimental tests

We performed normal contact loading-unloading tests between an optically glass lens and rubber substrates. The
spherical glass indenter presents a radius of curvature of 103.7 mm. The rubber substrate is made of PolyDiMethyl-
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Siloxane (PDMS). PDMS sample has been manufactured by cross-linking at 70 ◦C for 24 hours a mixture of Sylgard
184 and Sylgard 527 liquid silicones, with a 0.35 : 0.65 weight ratio.

The glass indenter is fixed to a vertical translation stage by a double cantilever beam, whose deflection allows to
measure the contact load. Contact pictures are recorded by using a high-definition camera. The values of the contact
radius are then obtained post-processing the images.

The loading phase was performed under controlled load conditions. Contact pictures were taken at fixed load steps.
In order to avoid viscoelastic effects, once each load step is reached, contact was maintained for a long time (300 s).
This ensures that the adhesive equilibrium is established and static condition is reached.

During unloading, the velocity of the vertical stage is fixed and a constant pull-off rate can be assumed (V =
−dδ/dt = const). Moreover, unloading tests were performed at different values of the displacement velocity (V =
0.0002, 0.002, 0.02 mm/s).

Fig. 2 shows an example of evolution of the contact area, captured with the high-definition camera, during the
unloading process.

Fig. 2: Contact spot reduction during unloading. The initial load is P̄max = 1.17.

4. Results

Experimental tests were performed by changing the velocity of the indenter during the unloading and investigating
also the effect of the load at the end of the loading phase on the pull-off force. The force vs contact radius data were
fitted according to JKR theory (loading phase) and Muller numerical solution (unloading phase).

Further, with the values of β and n obtained from the experiments, a numerical study was performed to quantify
the elastic and viscoelastic adhesion hysteresis.

The composite elastic modulus (E∗ = 0.827 MPa) and adhesion energy (∆γ0 = 0.035 J/m2) were calculated by
fitting, with JKR theory, the contact radius vs load data obtained during the loading phase (Fig. 3).

The unloading phase is instead described by eq. (1) to solve which we need to find the two parameters β and n.
The parameter n can be estimated by exploiting the assumption originally proposed by Gent and Shultz (1972),

according to which the effective surface energy ∆γ is related to the velocity of the contact line vp = −da/dt by

∆γ = ∆γ0

(
1 + const · vn

p

)
. (5)

The velocity of the contact line vp = −da/dt is calculated post-processing the images of the contact area captured
during the unloading process. Moreover, as shown by Maugis and Barquins (1980), the effective surface energy at
equilibrium is equal to the strain energy release rate

G =
(PH − P)2

6πRPH
(6)

where PH = 4E∗a3/(3R) is the Hertzian load and P is the applied load.
Fig. 4 shows the energy release rate G as a function of vp. Experimental data refer to unloading tests performed at

different displacement velocities of the indenter (V = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.02 mm/s). In agreement with previous studies
(Maugis and Barquins (1980)), we found that the log[G] − log[vp] relation is linear. In particular, data fitting returns
n ∼ 0.2.
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Fig. 3: Contact radius vs force relation obtained during the loading phase. The markers refer to experimental data, the black line to the JKR fit.

Fig. 4: The strain energy release rate G as a function of the contact line velocity vp = −da/dt. Data refer to experiments performed at different
driving velocities of the indenter (V = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.02 mm/s). The linear fit returns n = 0.2.

The second parameter β can be estimated from the load vs contact radius data measured during the unloading. In
this regard, Fig. 5a shows the unloading data obtained by changing the displacement velocity V over three orders of
magnitude (V = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.02 mm/s ). Coloured curves are instead obtained by solving eq. (1) with the values
of β that gives the best fit of the experimental data. Notice n is independent of V as it is a characteristic constant of the
elastomer. On the contrary, β is proportional to V .

The effect of the maximum force P̄max reached at the end of the loading phase is investigated in Fig. 5b, for fixed
displacement velocity of the indenter V = 0.002 mm/s. For smooth surfaces, where complete contact occurs in the
region r ≤ a, we expect the pull-off force to be independent of P̄max (Dorogin et al. (2017)). Both numerical and
experimental data confirm this prediction. In fact, we found a very slight increase in the pull-off force with P̄max as a
result of the stretching of polymer chains occurring before breaking the adhesive bond. This could be the reason of a
slight increase in the work of adhesion during pull-off.

Finally, Figs. 6a-b show the pull-off force in terms of the displacement velocity V (Fig. 6a) and maximum load
P̄max (Fig. 6b). As already above predicted, the pull-off force is strongly influenced by V , while negligible effects are
observed by changing P̄max. Moreover, the figures show a quite good agreement between experimental values and
numerical fit.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5: a) The P̄− ā relation for different unloading displacement velocities (V = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.02 mm/s). Experimental data (markers) are fitted
with the Muller model (solid lines). The value of β used to fit the experimental data are also shown in the figure. The JKR curve is also shown as
a reference. b) The P̄ − ā relation for different initial maximum preload (P̄max = 0.70, 1.17, 1.87). Experimental data (markers) are fitted with the
Muller model (solid lines). Experiments are performed at V = 0.002 mm/s. The corresponding value of β is equal to 12. The JKR curve is also
shown as a reference.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: a) The normalized pull-off force for different unlaoding displacement velocities (V = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.02 mm/s). Experimental data (red
squares) are compared with the predictions of Muller’s model (gray circles). b) The normalized pull-off force for different maximum preload
(P̄max = 0.70, 1.17, 1.87). Experimental data (blue squares) are compared with the predictions of Muller’s model (gray circles).

4.1. Adhesion hysteresis

As above explained, we can separate the energy loss due to elastic instabilities (EAH) from that due to viscoelastic
dissipation (VAH) by exploiting a mixed JKR-Muller model.

Fig 7a-b shows the P̄ − δ̄ relation for the loading (JKR theory) and unloading (Muller model) process for three
different displacement velocities V (Fig. 7a) and maximum load P̄max (Fig. 7b). Of course, V and P̄max have no
influence on EAH as it depends only on the jump-on and jump-off contact instabilities. The energy loss for EAH
corresponds to the yellow area in the figures.

The energy dissipated for viscous effects is instead strongly dependent on the detachement velocity V , but it is
practically unaffected by P̄max. It is represented in the figures by the area between the JKR loading curve and the
Muller unloading lines.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the contribution to the energy loss due to VAH with respect to that due to EAH. We
found that VAH is not negligible even at very small velocities and increases with V less than proportionally. The slight
enhancement observed with P̄max is probably due to the increase in the adhesion work occuring at pull-off as a result
of the polymer chains stretching.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7: a) The P̄ − δ̄ relation for different unloading displacement velocities (V = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.02 mm/s). Solid lines refer to Muller’s model.
The JKR curve is also shown. The energy loss for EAH corresponds to the yellow area. b) The P̄ − δ̄ relation for different maximum preload
(P̄max = 0.70, 1.17, 1.87). Solid lines refer to Muller’s model. The JKR curve is also shown. The energy loss for EAH corresponds to the yellow
area.

Table 1. The ratio between the energy loss for VAH and that for EAH for different detachment velocities V .

V(mm/s) 0.0002 0.002 0.02
VAH/EAH 7.36 11.52 18.97

Table 2. The ratio between the energy loss for VAH and that for EAH for different maximum load P̄max.

P̄max 0.70 1.17 1.87
VAH/EAH 10.76 11.52 12.58

5. Conclusions

In classical works, where the process of attachment-detachment of compliant spheres is investigated from an exper-
imental point of view, the loading-unloading curves are usually fitted by exploiting the classical JKR theory with the
stratagem to assume different values of the elastic modulus E∗and adhesion energy ∆γ for the loading and unloading
phases, respectively.

Here, we adopt a new approach where JKR theory is used to fit the loading data, which are obtained ensuring
that adhesive equilibrium is established and static conditions are reached. In such way, we are confident that viscous
dissipation is negligible. Unloading data are instead fitted according to the numerical model proposed by Muller
(1999), which takes account of the viscoelastic effects occurring during the debonding.

This method allows to calculate accurately the energy loss due to adhesion hysteresis and, in particular, to dis-
tinguish the contribution due to elastic instabilities from that due to viscous dissipation. Results show that great
viscoelastic adhesion hysteresis may occur in the debonding of elastomers, even if unloading occurs at vwey low
velocities (of the order of few micrometer per seconds). However, in this respect, a complete characterization of the
material would be necessary to correctly define the range of frequency where the effect of viscous damping is really
negligible.
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